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Characterization of new enzymatic mutants is currently time consuming and requires a high 

degree of knowledge to understand and interpret the enzymatic performance correctly. 

Clearly, it would be good to accelerate the development of biocatalysis for industrial use 

and one way to do that is by rapid characterization. As an example ω-transaminase is here 

investigated, which facilitates the exchange of an amine- and keto-group stereoselectively, 

see Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 - Asymetric synthesis of prochiral ketones [1] 

Enzyme characterization is considered in the form of taking a picture, this will include 

studying the effect on initial rate of pH, Enzyme, Substrate, co-Substrate, Product and co-

Product concentration [2]. From this investigation, it will be possible to determine whether 

the enzyme meets the criteria for scale-up or not. The characterization will be carried out in 

a microreactor [3], this size is ideal since the enzyme resource is scarce at this point of 

development and currently the only concept that facilitates this analysis. It will therefore be 

possible to investigate the biocatalyst thoroughly with only small quantities of enzyme 

consumed. In the case where the reaction operates with UV active components, UV can be 

used to detect compounds with high sensitivity supplemented by multivariate data analysis 

where the spectra can be decorrelated to yield concentrations of individual compounds. 

HPLC systems are built for handling small quantities of liquids and the UV detectors for 

these proves to be fitting excellent. Enzyme characterization will therefore be carried out by 

combination of a microreactor with a diode array detector from an HPLC system.  
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